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Christmas
Vespers Set
For Sunday

Sidney Shurcliff

Creamer Awarded
University Seal
The University Seal, highest
athletic honor for women, was
awarded to Mavis Creamer and
Helen Wormwood at a rally in
the Alumni Gymnasium last
night by Miss Helen A. Lengyet. head of the department of
physical education for women.
Miss Creamer, who was unable to return to school this
year because of illness, qualified
for the award last year.
Four chevrons, seven letters,
three sets of numerals, and five
Dance Club emblems were also
awarded by Elizabeth Gammons,
president of the W.A.A.

The annual t. hr stints Veers will
be held Sunday, Dec. 15, at 4:15 p.m.,
in the Memorial Gymnasium, under
the sponsorship of the University Assembly Committee with the co-operation of the Department of Music and
the Maine Christian Association.
The program will consist of congregational singing of familiar Christmas
carols, led by the University orchestra,
and special musical numbers by a large
chorus made up of the joint glee clubs.
A prelude of carols will begin at 4:00
p.m.
The Vespers committee is composed
of the following members: Fred P.
Loring, chairman, Prof. Adelbert W.
Sprague, Prof. Warren H. Bliss, Miss
Jean 1Vhittet, Anna Verrill, Mr. Albion Beverage, John XV. Somes, and
Robert S. MacDonald.
The program is as follows:
With a special program reminiscent
Prelude oi Carols, Brass Quartet:
Trumpets—
of the gin and jazz age, the W.A.A.
Wendall Butler. Charles Inman
is presenting its annual Penny CarniTrombones—
Frank Haines, Charles Kloss
val in the Alumni Gymnasium Friday
Carols:
evening, Dec. 13. at 8:00.
Joy to the World
.. Arr. from Handel Steve Kierstead and his Maine Bears,
Holy Night, Peaceful Night
who are playing for the dance, will
Gruber
present a group of old songs from that
Congregation, Combined Glee
Clubs. Orchestra
period, and Norma Daniels will sing.
Carols:
It is expected that the Charleston
Dost Thou in a Manger Lie
Noble dancers from "Of Cabbages and Kings"
(Continued on Page Four)
(Continued on Page Four)

Masque Production 'Hotel
Universe' Well Received
By Raymond Valliere
With the production of Philip Barry's "Hotel Universe," the Maine
Masque took a step into the realm of
the metaphysical. The scene of this
rather involved play was the terrace
of a house in southern France, which
terrace seemed to have no connection
with this gross earth, but, as one of
the characters said, hung "like an island in the sly."
The characters in the play were a
group of young Americans living
without any purpose in life, and moved
to deep introspection by the recent
suicide of one of their number. Couple, then, if you will, an elderly mystic
with such brooding characters in such
an unearthly locale and the result is
bound to be unusual. It is.
The elderly mystic, the scene, and
their own brooding introspection combined to waft the characters hack to
that point in their respective lives in
which their disillusionment and cynicism was rooted.
Sustained Interest Maintained
They looked upon the past as it
actually was and not as they had
talked themselves into believing it
was, and in their subconsciousness they
broke this stifling hold of the past.
Freed from this unnatural situation
by the death of the mystic, they felt
themselves revitalized and set out anew

to a purpose in life.
It is obvious that such an involved
play, with little action but much conversation, placed a considerable load
upon the cast ii they were to sustain
the interest of the audience. That
they did just that is to their credit,
for, with the exception of one or two
moments when the audience was somewhat mystified as to what was happening on the stage, the cast effectively conveyed to the audience the
spirit of the play.
The most interesting part was the
scene in which Pat Farley, played by
John Robie, under the mystical influence of the locale, revealed the cause
of his bitterness and disillusionment
to his old love, Ann Field (Calista
Buzzell). This scene was closely rivalled by that between Lily Malone,
as played by Virgina Howe, and Stephen Field, the mystic, as portrayed
by Russell Woolley.
The actors were all on their toes
during the course of the play and no
single member of the cast can be said
to have played above the heads of his
or her co-workers. Virginia Howe's
portrayal of Lily Malone was an extremely capable piece of acting. She
is one of the few acting members of
the Masque who can be profane without appearing horrified at the sound
of the words she is uttering.
Sheehy Makes Capable Debut
Frances Sheehy, a newcomer to the
Masque stage, showed her ability to
advantage in her role as Alice Kendall; while Russell Woolley's characterization of Stephen Field, the elderly mystic whose supersensory powers
gave him a strange influence over the
other characters, was excellent. But
then, one is accustomed to seeing
Woolley give a good performance.
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Dictators Now
At Height
Says Roberts
Noted Clergyman
Assembly Speaker
This Tuesday

'Dr. Karl Polanyi To Speak
At Memorial Gym Dec. i6
Girls' Varsity
Debate Team
Now on Tour

Oxford Lecturer
Will Talk
On Hitlerism

Declaring that the lust for power
Dr. Nary Polanyi, lecturer at Oxhas reached its climax in the hands of
ford University and the University
of London, will be on campus from
the European dictators, Dr. Richard
Dec. 16 to Dec. 18, speaking at seven
Roberts, former Moderator of the
different University functions. Dr.
Canadian Council of Churches, spoke
Polanyi will speak at an assembly
on the subject "The Cross and the
Dec. 16 in the Memorial Gymnasium •
Swastika" at an assembly in the
The women's varsity debating team, at 9:30 a.m, on the topic "Can Hitlerism Solve the European Problem?"
Memorial Gymnasium Tuesday, Dec.
composed of Alma Fifield, Martha
At 4:15 on Monday he will speak
10.
Hutchins, and Leona Runion, all se- before a
class of economics majors on
Disaster Befalling Europe
niors, is currently on a debating tour "The Theory of Fascism; Deadlock of
"Upon your generation," he said,
extending from Dec. 10 to Dec. 14.
Politics and Economics."
"will fall the task of averting a disThe first debate, last Tuesday, in
Three Speeches Tuesday
aster in this country similar to the which Miss Fifield and Miss Hutchins
Dr. Polanyi has three engagements
one which is befalling Europe. You upheld the affirmative against the on Tuesday, speaking at 11:00 a.m, to
must reverse the whole evil tradition Rhode Island College of Education at an English History class on "Forms
out of which wars have come. It is Providence, was on the question, Re- of Life of the British Working Class,"
solved: That the United States con- at 3:15 p.m. before the Maine Govnot merely a political task—it must
tinue to give all aid short of war to ernment class in 6 South Stevens on
be conceived as a spiritual and moral
Great Britain.
"Education for Politics in England
task first of all."
Dr. Roberts told his audience that At University of Newark Tonight and the United States," and on TuesThis afternoon Miss Bunion and day evening at a faculty discussion of
the world is threatened today by a
race of dehumanized, robotized men Miss Hutchins debated against the the University program during the
who live by the law of the jungles. College of the City of Ness' York, present crisis.
But, he added, in defeating this "big taking the affirmative side of the quesHe will speak to a Modern Society
man complex" we must be careful in tion, Resolved: That the nations of class Wednesday morning at 9:00 on
using the same tactics which Hitler the western hemisphere should form a "Education and Society in Central
is using. We must become supermen permanent union.
Europe, England, and the United
At the University of Newark this States." His
only in the sense of high faith and
final campus appearance
evening
Miss
Fifield
and
Miss
Hutchcharacter.
will be at a science seminar at Merrill
ins will take the affirmative side of the Hall Wednesday
noon, where he will
God Surpasses the Dictators
question. Resolved: That the United speak
on "Can World Economy Be
"The big supermen of today are
States send foodstuffs to the conquered Restored?"
Hitler, Stalin, and Mussolini, hut one
nations of Europe.
who far surpasses them all is God."
Prominent Austrian Author
Dr. Roberts added that the dictators Face Boston University Tomorrow
Dr. Polanyi is an Oxford Univerare fond of speaking of their realism, Tomorrow Miss Runion and Miss Fi- sity lecturer and University of London
but he said they are fooling them- field wili take the negative side in a lecturer in extension courses and in
selves; they are being disillusioned. debate nith Boston University on the tutorial classes. He was formerly on
same question argued in the debate
"God is the only realist, for the sign
the faculty of the People's College in
with the College of the City of New
of the :loss is the regalia of a saved
Vienna. a member of the Budapest bar,
Senior and freslunan class commitYork.
humanity."
and joint-editor of "Der Oesterreichtees were announced this week, as apThe meeting at Boston University is ische Volkswirt."
N\
• Prof. Weston S. Evans, head of the pointed by class officers from nominathe closing debate of the tour.
He is the author of papers which
Civil Engineering department, is chair- tions by the Student Senate.
Each student in college faces the
appeared in "Archie fur Sozialwissenman of the group, which includes mem- Appointed to the Executive Commit- Sidney N. Shurcliff and his new
prospect of visiting the University
schaft und Sozialpolitik," Heidelberg,
bers of the faculty and students of the tee of the senior class were: George movie, "Ski America 2nd," will bc
Health Service three times each year,
"Europe Today," and was joint-editor
University. Faculty members include: Grant. chairman. Harvard Whitten, featured at a University assembly in
and, in one of these cases, his treatAnna
the
little
Verrill,
Howard
Theatre
Ehrlenbach,
Saturday evening,
of "Christianity and the Social RevoDean Lannert S. Corbett, Prof. Ed-I
University of Maine alumni residment will require a sugical dressing.
Dec. 14, at 7:00 p.m.
lution," published in 1934.
ward F. Dow, Prof. John 'R. Craw- and Robert Carlisle.
ing in Greater Boston have established
His chances are about fifty-fifty that
Shurcliff. who appeared here in Jan- a loan fund at the
ford, Prof. Eugene C. Meyer, Prof. The Commencement Ball Committee
The preliminary and final contests
In 1935 Dr. Polanyi gave a sixUniversity,
Presihe mill or will not receive orthopedic
Pearl S. Green. and Henry Doten, includes: Samuel Tracy, chairman, uary, 1939, with his first picture, "Ski dent Arthur A. Hauck announced
re- for the John M. Oak scholarship prize weeks' course of lectures at the Des
treatment in the course of the year.
Elizabeth
Elizabeth
Gammons.
Mc-I
America
business manager of the University.
First," is being brought here cently. Under the plan adopted,
this in public speaking are to be held Dec. Moines, Iowa, Public Forums, and
During the school year of 1939-40,
Alary, Dudley Utterback, and Miriam by the Maine Outing Club with the coStudents on the committee are David
visited many colleges and universities
fund, which is to be known as The 18 and Jan. 15, respectively.
nearly 7,000 cases were treated at the
Holden.
operation of the University Assembly Maine Alumni
0. Greenlaw and Esther H. DrumCompetition for the first prize of in the south. He came to the United
Association
of
Boston
University Health Service, receiving mond.
Members of the Commencement Committee, John I). FitzPatrick, club
I.oan Fund, will ultimately amount to $30 and the second prize of $20 is States again in 1936, when he spoke
a total of about 12,000 treatments.
Week Committee are: Lawrence Kel- president, said this week.
before student audiences in the southopen to students from any class.
a total of $5,000.
It
is
the
firm
belief
of
this
Safety
The year before. 1938-39, 6,907 in
ley. chairman, Richard Pierce, BeaThe movies, which are all in color, , The terms
I west.
of the gift specify that
dividual cases received 12,315 treat- Committee that accidents don't just trice Gleason, Constance Philbrook,
include scenes taken at Mt. Crarmore loans
happen ; they can be prevented. One
may be made to any male stuIntents.
and George Ellis.
and Tuckerman Ravine in New ?Ramp-,
of the measures which they are underdent enrolled at the University, but
la
The
freshman
Executive
Committee
Many Cases Accidental
shire,
the
National
Jumping
Meet,
the
taking is that of safety education and
special consideration is to be given to
includes: Robert Nutter, chairman, Ilochgebirge
Figures released by the University
Races,
the
Dartmouth applicants whose homes
educational publicity by means of Hugh
are in MassaBrownlee, Sally Ryan. Philip McGill meet. sun vane...
Health Service this meek seem to
Madeline Banton, home economics ,
y the Sugar chusetts,
newspapers and posters. They
want Miller, and Priscilla Leonard.
indicate that many of the cases are
;major and a member of Delta Delta
Bowl. and at Mt. Hood and Mt. Baker
to show students and faculty %%hat The
Banquet Committee is com- on the west coast.
Need, character, scholastic standing,?Delta sorority, was commissioned Hon- The new library rules, Vt hich have
direct results of accidents, although no
causes accidents, bon: they may be posed
of Richard Chadwick, chairman,
personality, and leadership in extra- orary Lieutenant-Colonel of the Uni- been in effect in the L'niversity library
accurate record is kept of the nature
prevented, and also what to do in case Francis
XVallace, James Henneberry,
currjcular activities are qualifications I versitY
of each treatment.
of Maine at the annual Mili- since Oct. 21. are a success inn the
of seri4ms accidents.
Mary Billings, and Mary Fielder.
to be considered in making loans from I tary Ball on Friday, Dec. 6.
Last year. 991 individuals required a
opinion of both the library staff and
Committee
Needs
Support
total of 2,338 surgical treatments, and
this fund. The administration of the
students of the University.
The announcement of the selection
in 1938-39. over 1,000 individual cases But it is practically impossible for
fund is left entirely with the Uni- of
Miss Banton from a group of five The new plan has become permareceived an average of two surgical any kind of safety committee to funcan attendance of over 100, versity.
junior candidates was made by Col. nent. According to the staff, there is
dressings each. During the past two tion effectively ansl efficiently if it
Sigma Alpha Epsilon held its 16th
The officers of the Maine Alumni Robert K. Alcott, head of the military less noise and confusion lloW in the
years about 1,000 cases have received (hi es nsd have the whole-hearted supannual faculty banquet Wednesday .Association of Boston are Warren H. department. Barbara R. Ashworth, last evening hours, and both students and
port
of
everyone.
Every student and
over 2,000 orthopedic treatments.
Vincent Shcean, war correspondent night. Dec. 4. Prof. Llewellyn M. Preble '21, %Vahan, Mass., who is I year's Honorary Lieutenant-Colonel, library workers state that the new plan
instruct.or of the University should
Hauck Appoints Committee
;
and
author of several well-known Dorsey acted as toastmaster, intro- president of the group; Raymond D. presented Miss Banton with her com- makes library work easier.
In the belief that accidents on the report any unsafe practices and con- books, will speak at
Under the new system the library
the Bangor City ducing Dean Roy M. Peterson, Dr. Douglass '15. of Belmont, Mass., and mission.
campus of the University of Maine ditions to the committee. With this Hall
Fred Griffee. Dr. Milton Ellis, Dr. Malcolm H. Oak '15, of Arlington, About 400 couples attended the ball, remains slyn in the evenings from
Monday
evening,
Dec.
16,
at
may be reduced to a minimum, a support. it is believed that many seri- 8:15.
Mr. Sheean, whose subject Charles Merchant, Prof. Charles Wes- Mass., vice presidents; Duncan Cot- which is sponsored by Scabbard and Monday to Thursday until 10:30, one
Safety Committee was appointed by ous accislents which occur in laborawill
be
"As the Scene Changes," is ton, and Mr. Henry Doten, who spoke. ting '38, Boston, Mass., secretary; Blade, honorary military society. Mu- hour later than previously.
tories.
classrooms.
and
on the highPres. Arthur A. Hauck this summer.
Reserved books may only he taken
appearing
under the auspices of the About 70 faculty members were pres- William I,. Bailey '26, Melrose High- sic was furnished by Claude Thornhill
The duties of this committee are to ways, may be prevented.
mt.
out between the hours of 500 p.m.
lands, Mass., treasurer.
and his orchestra.
Junior Welfare League of Bangor.
create safer conditions wherever an
This is the first On a series of artiSaturday and 2:00 p.m. Sunday. In
His hest-known books are "Peropportunity is found. It was an out- cles to appear in the "Campus- in
this way reserve books will not be out
sonal History," a Literary Guild segrowth of an attempt to investigate connection with the University's nett.
at any time when anyone is likely to
lection, and "Not Peace but a Sword,"
safety measures on the highways.
safety program.
be in the library.
a Book of the Month choice. Others
include "The Pieces of a Fan," "San
Felice," "The Tide," and "An American Among the Riffi."
As foreign correspondent for the
By Students Opinions Survey
ems that what they like about the New , figures with the survey published today
Chicago Tribune and various news
shows increased concentration of apAUSTIN. Texas —Early in No- Deal is this :
Philip F. Day and Albert F. Reysyndicates in the late 1920's and early
1. The opportunities it has created proval on the C.C.C., N.Y.A., and so- nolds. freshman team, won the intravember the voters of the nation re'30's, Sheean was the only corresponfor youth under C.C.C. and cial security. Following are the per- mural debating tournament, defeating
By Richard Cranek
tone engravings.
dent to interview the Rif leader Abd turned President Roosevelt to the
centages:
George Bearce and David Hempstead,
"The Cadet," first literary outburst
In 1899, the monthly had its name El-Krim, (luring the Rif rebellion in White House for a third term. The
2. The security it has brought to
C.C.C. N.Y.A. Draw Approval
sophomores, in the final round Nov.
of the students at the Maine State Col- changed from "The Cadet," in honor Morocco.
New Deal, now in power for another
As the most successful agencies that 26.
the unfortunate aged.
lege of Agrictslture and Mechanic of the Coburn Cadets of the early
He travelled through Russia, Persia, four years. will probably grow more
should be continued—
Students Score W.P.A., A.A.A.
In the preliminary round, Day and
Arts, was fated to end unpretentious- R.O.T.C., to "The Campus," in honor China, and Jerusalem, and covered and more to be
a permanent compoThe W.P.A. and the A.A.A., the
Today April Reynolds defeated Elton Rich and
ly. It ended like any entity that is of the setting of the college. With the Ruhr occupation, the Lausanne nent of American
economy. Which of poll shows, are scored by the greatest C.C.C. mentiond by
25% 20% William Brown, and Ethridge Davis
alive, it grew until it changed.
the issue of June, 1904, it became "The conference, and Fascist march on its features should be continued; which number of students as the
23
16
and Howard Cousins defeated Joseph
most un- N.Y.A. mentioned by
In the growth, the articles changed Maine Campus."
Rome, and the overthrow of the Span- should be discarded?
successful of all the alphabetical agen- Social security
Goldberg and George I.imberis.
in nature from weighty theses to more
By October, 1905, it changed from ish monarchy.
College students have an interest in des. Failure of the administration to
mentioned by
8
22
Bearce and Hempstead defeated
newsy current reports, advertising was a monthly to a weekly magazine. The
In more recent years he has covered the kind of nation they will live in solve unemployment is the greatest Other agencies
Stanley Rudman and Herbert Wing,
initiated for financial help, and the present newspaper size was initiated the civil war in Spain, the Nazi march when they enter active citizenship.
mentioned by
shortcoming of the New Deal, one out
30
MI
and George Fuller and Robert Atkinediting became more exacting.
in 1915 with the establishment of into the Sudetenland, and the Munich Student Opinion Surveys of America of seven (15 per
As the most unsuccessful agencies son defeated John Steinmetz and Webcent) believe.
In 1894, after nine years of publi- printing facilities on campus,
settlement.
has polled a representative sample of
Last April, when Student Opinion that should not be continued—
ber Mason.
cation. "The Cadet" reduced its size
"The Cadet" grew and changed just
His home at present is in New York the entire U. S. enrollment in order Surveys first gauged sentiment on the W.P.A. mentioned by
27% In the semi-final round, Day and
and acquired a Maine pale blue cover as the old State College has grown City, where he lives with his English to arrive at an accurate
measurement New Deal, college students sanctioned A.A.A mentioned by
Reynolds eliminated Davis and t, mm
11
like a surnuf magazine. By the end and changed into the University .4 wife, whom he married in 1935, and of college sentiment
on this issue. Most Uncle Sam's assumption of social Other agencies mentioned by
sins, while Rearce and Hempstead w..is
54
of its time, it was illustrated by half- Maine.
their three-year old daughter.
collegians everywhere told interview. guardianship. Rut comparison of those None were mentioned by
8 over Fuller and Atkinson.
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Carnival Friday
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A Thought for Maine Colleges
Satisfaction with Claude Thornhill's orchestra at the Military
Ball was very evident last week. And announcement was made at
Bowdoin a short time ago that Count Basle would play there just
before Christmas.
All of which brings this thought to mind. Could not the colleges in the state get together and arrange to engage the same orchestra on two successive nights, with considerable savings? Would
they not then be able to secure "big time" bands without overly
straining their finances?
\\ R. R

The Colleges and the Far East
Between bomb-blasts in London and Berlin, Americans catch
glimpses of another war. Many see in the Sino-Japanese conflict
far-reaching influences on the western world. In the American
college press, opinions differ as to the imminence of hostilities with
Japan. But continued aid to China and ever-stiffening resistance
to Tokyo find vociferous support.
Fact that the recently reopened Burma Road stays open is
called "significant" by the University of Minnesota Daily. The
road, comments the Daily,"symbolizes the remaining bonds between
Free China and the democratic west. British reversal of policy
therefore stiffened Chinese morale—and Secretary Hull's overtures, which prompted the British action, strengthened Chinese faith
in the United States' Far Eastern policy."
American extension of credits to China is applauded by the
Eastern Illinois State Teachers College News, which says: "Despite
the fact that our chances of getting our money back from destitute
China are slim, the loan will further spur her dogged resistance to
Japan, at least delaying, if not preventing, our entry into a Japanese
war. Far more important than the loan, however, is the embargo
put on scrap iron.... We furnish the market for about 75 per cent
of Japan's raw silk and we still buy most of her manufactured wares.
Our own industry would benefit greatly and Japan might be brought
quickly to her knees if a boycott was placed on her merchandise."
At Massachusetts Institute of Technology, The Tech concludes
that "although the attendant risk is heightened, the steps we have
taken in the east ought not to be revoked. This aggressive policy,
of course, slices our security in the east. The Philippines are still
highly vulnerable and the position of Americans in China becomes
more perilous. Apart from these conditions, however, no major risk
is involved."
More concerned is the Daily Northwestern. "There can be no
doubt," declares this publication. "that a situation is fast developing
in the east which could very possibly end in war with Japan. It
certainly means that we have abandoned any pretense of neutrality
in the Sino-Japanese struggle. It also means that we are perhaps
closer to war today than we have been since 1918."
Summing up and appealing for more aid to China. the Daily
Texan points out that "the spirit of China is undaunted. There is
no sign of weakening. no sign of surrender. The military might of
Japan is at a stalemate. On the other hand, for the tens of millions
of the Chinese people who are directly involved in this invasion the
condition is tragic. Let us help our own people and one another,
but let us not forget the plight of a noble people whose wisdom and
learning were ancient and great when the people of the western
lands were little short of savages."
By the Associated Collegiate Press
We were in error last week when we stated that freshman rules
were not removed following the yearling victory in the Frosh-Soph
track meet a year ago.
Although tradition says that, if the freshmen win, rules will be
suspended, the Skulls and Owls have always reserved the right to
continue them at their discretion. This right has never, in recent
years at least, been exercised, although rumors before the meet last
year were widespread that it would he.
W. B. R.

The Liberal Viewpoint
By Martin Scher

Contributors Initiate
Seven New Members

In The Spotlight

The Contributors' Club initiated
seven new members on Sunday, Dec.
8, in Stevens Hall. The initiates
were Priscilla Loring, Phyllis Smart,
Rita Wilcox, Budl Godwin, Frank
Hansen, Paul Smith, and James Girwood.
Faculty members present were Prof.
Milton Ellis, Prof. Walter R. Whitney, and Prof. Albert M. Turner.

By Phil Pierce

A dispatch from Lisbon, Portugal, stated to be between $100,000,000 and
When we first heard of Claude
We went to see "Hotel Universe."
in the Dec. 8th edition of the New $260,000,000.
Thornhill he was famous as an arThe action of the British in this case
York Times discloses that the United
ranger. Although Thornhill leads a
According to Mrs. Sidonie Gruenis certainly inconsistent with the attiStates has made available to the fascist
finished and polished band, we think berg, director of the Child Study Astude taken by Lord Lothian. The
Franco government credits for the British Ambassador stated that Brihe should stick to arranging. His sociation of America, "It is important
purchase of "huge quantities of wheat, tain would not permit food to be sent to
piano playing is definitely Eddy Dut- that we respect the personality of a
gaosline, cotton, rubber, and frozen countries under German domination.
chinish, his personality practically nil. child in
order that he may grow into
meat in an attempt to keep Generalis- It is rather hard to understand where
Jane Essex, feminine vocalist, mea- a mature and co-operating adult of the
war
the
entering
from
simo Franco
sured up to the mark but as for the future."
the distinction between Spain and these
on the side of the Axis."
vocal attempts of Bob Jenny, the less
other nations fits in.
Changing the word respect to reClose co-operation of the British is Certainly the British are aware that
said the better.
strict, we find that both Hitler and
reported. Navicerts have been issued Franco now occupies his position as
Mussolini agree with Mrs. Gruenberg.
so that Spain's "desperate needs can dictator through the military aid of
Colonel Alcott was temporarily de••••••
be met with all speed." The food the Axis powers in the Spanish Civil
moted to the rank of Lieutenant acIt's
merely suitable, it's cournot
shortage, the article said, is so criti- War. Certainly the British are aware
cording to Russ Wooley, who anII, Doroli” Ouellette
teous to call your swing-fan friend a
cal that negotiations were carried that the Franco regime is a fascist one,
nounced the half-hour broadcast from Mikado. The
word "Mikado" means
through very rapidly.
regimenting and exploiting its people. Winter sports equipment is available the dance Friday night.
"Honorable Gate."
all
Weddell
and
to
students
be
women
may
United States Ambassador
Certainly the British are aware that
Hasn't two years of military trainis understood to have made the offer many thousands of Loyalists, who signed out without charge from the ing done anything for you, Russ?
Talk about international complica••••••
several weeks ago in an interview with fought so heroically to protect their winter sports manager in South Estations! Benny Carter once had a jazz
Franco, stipulating that none of the legally elected govermnent, have been brooke locker at the following times:
"Mood Indigo" has always been one band made up of British and French
products go to Germany and that Spain murdered by Franco. Munich certainly
Mon.-Fri.-1 :00-1 :20
of our favorite songs and we've heard Negroes, a Scotsman, two Dutchmen,
give public declaration of non-entrance taught them that appeasement accom- Sat.-For week-end-1 :00-1:30
it many times, but the other night was Englishmen, Spanish-Americans, and
into the war. As could be expected plishes nothing.
Equipment for night use may be the first time we ever saw it.
one or two Harlemites.
fom the Franco government, no such
With all these facts before them, procured from 6:45 to 7:30. Equippromise was forthcoming.
how can they, with any degree of hon- ment taken out in the afternoon must
British co-operation in this program esty. in the face of their protestations be back by 5:30; those taken out at
was pledged by Sir Samuel Hoare, of devotion to democracy, see these 6 must be in by 10. Tardiness in reCORSAGES and FLOWERS
noted appeaser, after a conference with materials sent to Spain?
turning equipment will result in a
Suner Serrano.
Even assuming that they were fine. Skis, poles, snowshoes, and toDetails and quantities of these prod- prompted by humanitarian motives, the boggans are available.
JOHN DILLON, Z X
ucts were left to trade experts of the extension of permission to bring in gasthree countries, though the amount of oline, cotton, and rubber seems rather Over 150 high school students at111
wheat to be shipped was announced. incongruous from the point of view tended the sports play day which was
held
demonstration
annual
the
with
One million tons will be sent to Spain. of preventing starvation.
Two to three hundred thousand tons The solution may be that their hate of of the Eastern Maine Board of BasketTry us for SKIS—SKI POLES
will come from Argentina, with the fascism goes only to the point where ball Officials last Saturday. Nearly
SKATES and SKATE SHARPENING
in
participated
girls
school
high
75
with
interfere
to
position
a
in
is
it
United
the
by
credits guaranteed
States. The remainder will be domes- their commercial supremacy and to team play and relay races. Students
helping with the program were: Helen
tic wheat. The credits granted were take their markets.
Wormwood, Virginia Weston, Emily
Orono
Mill Street
Hopkins, Mary Bates, Shirley Ashnian,
Mary Cowan, Priscilla Leonard, Virginia Goodrich, Helen Clifford, FranCartons of cigarettes, tobacco, boxes of delicious chocolates
ces Houghton, Esther Randall, Sally
—all in fancy Christmas wrappings!
Ryan, Phyllis MacNeill, Arlene WebPut these on your Christmas list for those
Catherine Vt arti
ster, Blanche Conlan, Lorraine Dimitre,
"special" friends
Miriam Adasko, Corrine Comstock,
Al,. on the fiction list are Jan
It always whets intercst in new
Dorothy Bradbury, Joyce Ramsay, Al"Mrs. Miniver," which has
books to note where they stand on the Struthers'
ma Hansen, Martha Hutchins, Dora
continued to be a favorite since midWest, Frances Donovan, Marcia Mcbest seller lists and how long they have
summer; "The Family," the Atlantic
Dyer, and Rita Johnsbasked in the warmth of public favor. $10,000 prize novel by Nina Fedorov- Carthy, Helen
•
ton.
The Grace Shoppe is truly the happy hunting grounds
to
attraction
irresistible
MorCharles
an
is
by
There
na ; "The Voyage,"
for the co-ed in search of "the fresh and new." And no
books that are in demand. This gan, and "Foundation Stone," by Lel- About 150 girls are playing badmatter what the occasion or the budget, she is sure to find
minton in the indoor classes, Miss
doesn't imply that people merely fol- ia Warren.
here a frock or gown that meets her every need.
readof
choice
their
week.
list
this
in
announced
herd
Rogers
non-fiction
the
the
of
top
low
At the
consider
do
they
ing material, but
stands Ann Lindbergh's "The Wave
that a book which can go through of the Future," followed by "Treeighteen printings, suclf as Richard lawny," by Mararet Armstrong; "A
Llewellyn's "How Green Was My Treasury of the World's Great Let•
Valley," and still sell hundreds of ters," edited by M. Lincoln Schuster;
FRESHMEN and UPPERCLASSMEN!
reading.
worth
copies is
"Pilgrim's Way." by John Buchan, The Music Box concerts from Dec.
Hillson's Tailor Shop has provided quick and excellent
Publishers Weekly heads its list of the autobiography of Lord Tweeds- 13 to Dec. 19 will include the followwork for the students of Maine for many years. Ask
November's best sellers with "For mull:, late governor-general of Cana- ing programs:
to have your clothes cleaned pressed and repaired at
Whom the Bell Tolled." a novel of da; "Bet It's a Boy," by Betty Blunt: Friday: Beethoven, Symphony No.
of
III
Clare
by
Spring,"
Act
the
to
in
Prelude
"Europe
New
Wagner,
the
5;
the. Spanish war, of which
York Times has said, "This is the best Boothe, whom most of us remember Lohengrin.
Monday: Debussy, La Mer; Schubook Ernest Hemingway has written, as author of "The Women"; "New
the fullest, the deepest, the truest. It England: Indian Summer," by Van bert, Marche Militaire.
Tuesday, Tschaikowslcy, Nutcracker
will be one of the major novels in Wyck Brooks; and Osa Johnson's "I
Married Adventure."
Suite.
American literature."
Wednesday: Bizet, Carmen (excerpts).
5:00 Sorority-Rushing Silence Ends Thursday: Tschaikowsky, Marche
7:00 Off-Campus Women's Meeting Slave; Saint-Saens, Danse Macabre.
at Little Theatre
The concerts begin at 3:20 p.m.
Monday. Wednesday, and Friday, and
Dee. 12 10.30 South Estabrooke Christmas
Thursday
Party
We invite you to shop in Freese's this week. You
at 4:15 on Tuesday and Thursday.
7:00 A.I.E.E. Meeting at 29 Lord

The Amazon

THE BANGOR NURSERY FLOWER SHOP

PARK'S rg7181

FARNSWORTH'S CAFE

The Grace Shoppe

Music Box

•

Miss Co-ed

Campus Calendar

Hall
Le Cercle Francais Meeting at
the M.C.A.
7:45 Last Night of "Hotel Universe"
8:00 Rubinoff Concert at the
Opera House
Dee, 13
Friday
5:00 Phi Mu Rushing Party
7:30 Debate New Hampshire vs.
Maine at 6 South Stevens
8:00 W.A.A. Penny Carnival at
Alumni Gym
Phi Kappa Sigma Vic Party
Theta Chi Vic Party
Sigma Chi Vic Party
Dec. 14
Saturday
2:00 Interclass Track Meet at the
Field House
5:00 Delta Delta Delta Rushing
Party
7:00 Ski Movie at the Little Theatre
8:00 Phi Kappa Sigma Christmas
Party
Sigma Alpha Epsilon Vic Party
Sigma Chi Vic Party
Dec. 15
Sunday
4:15 Christmas Vesper Service at
the Memorial Gym
5:00 Pi Beta Phi Rushing Party
8:00 Deutscher Verein Nativity Play'
at the Little Theate.
Der. 16
Monday
9:30 Karl Polanyi Speaks at the
Memorial Gym
5:00 Chi Omega Rushing Party
8:15 Vincent Sheehan Lectures at
the Bangor City Hall
Dee. 17
Tuesday
5:00 Alpha Omicon Pi Rushing
Party
Hall
Begins
Dee. 18
Wednesday
12:00 Sorority Bids Received
7:00 French Reading Examination
at 3 North Stevens
Dee, 19
Thursday
4-500 Spanish Club Tea at the
M.C.A.

HILLSON'S TAILOR SHOP

will get nicer presents if you do your Christmas gift
shopping before you leave the campus for the holidays.
You will find many gifts in Freese's which you might not be
able to get in your home stores. Do your gift buying right
now and you'll have your choice of the complete stock of this
entire store... and that means the very finest Christmas presents for all members of the family and your friends.

COME TO BANGOR AND SEE

COLLEGE MEN PREFER
...ARROWS, if for no other reason than
downright good looks. You'll always see
Arrows worn by men who know and understand about the
finer things of life.
Yet, Arrow shirts cost
no more! For two dollars you get the inimitable Arrow collar,
Mitoga-fit body, and a
style of "savoir faire"
that comes only in
Arrow shirts. Come in
before the game for
your Arrow selections.

Virgie's University Shop
Orono
A. J. Goldsmith
Old Town

FREESE'S
CHRISTMAS
WONDERLAND
It's the biggest and finest display of Christmas lights and
decorations in all New England! Inside the store be sure to
%cc the Men's Shops .. The Handkerchief City.. Slippertown
The Library of Gift Books .. The Electrical Gift Shop .. and
the Fifth Floor of Gifts, an entire floor of Christmas presents
for all!

Freese's is probably the largest store in the U.S.A.
for a city of 30,000
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'Phi Gam SAE Kappa Sig in Volley E3all Final
By Tommy Stotler
While Bob Willets is taking time out from civilization in order to delve
into the colder aspects of forestry, I'll try to disclose some facts I've learned
since I have been at Maine.
Once Upon a Time
date back to a statement Ted Curtis made at the football
THESE facts all
was something to the effect that Maine played fifteen games

banquet. It
away and two in Orono. This all happened in the basketball schedule nineteen years ago.
At that time the facilities for basketball were very limited. The Alumni
gym was the only place the games could be held in Orono, but Maine played
two games in the Bangor City Hall. There were two games in Orono that
year, also, and both of these resulted in overwhelming victories for the Bears.
The Portland A.C. lost by a score of 48-21 and the New England College
Five was held to 11 points while Maine scored 35. In all of her home games
it was unusual for Maine to use over nine or ten men, and the quota for the
trips averaged seven men.
Toured New York and Ohio
HE following is a schedule of the 1921 basketball season, just to show you
what a chore the boys had ahead of them at the beginning of the season.

T

Portland A.C. at Orono
Colgate at Hamilton, N. Y.
Syracuse at Syracuse, N. Y.
Hamilton at Clinton, N. Y.
Rochester at Rochester, N. Y.
Goodyear Club at Akron, Ohio
Baldwin-Wallace at Berea, Ohio
Wittenburg at Wittenburg, Ohio
Cincinnati at Cincinnati, Ohio
New England College Five at Orono
Boston College at Boston
W. P. I. at Worcester, Mass.
Harvard at Cambridge, Mass.
M. I. T. at Boston
Portland A. C. at Portland
New Hampshire at Durham
New Hampshire at Durham

Opp. Maine
48
21
42
24
17
13
28
34
20
18
23
19
19
18
28
43
31
32
11
35
28
24
26
49
23
36
20
21
46
17
9
15
24
35

Imagine the number of classes the fellows missed while on these trips.
This, combined with the lack of co-operation from the student body, resulted
in basketball being dropped from the list of varsity sports in 1929. The lack
of school spirit was due to the fact that there wasn't room enough in Alumni
Hall to hold everyone who came to see the games.
In 1934 the Memorial gym was built and basketball came into its own at
Maine. From two home games in 1921 to six games this year, and finally to
seven next year when Bowdoin will join the schedule, basketball has grown
in no small way. According to Ted Curtis' figures, there were 1,000 people
turned away at the Rhode Island game alone last year.
Last year there were fourteen men who went on the trips each time the
team played away. On one trip in 1921, seven men played four games in four
days. Starting at Portland they faced the Portland A.C., then Northeastern
at Boston, Rhode Island at Kingston, and finally Brown at Providence. Evidently those were the days when men were men.

Soph Unit
Still Together
On Varsity
Basketball Squads
Have Week to Work
Before First Games
Workouts for the varsity basketball
team became much more strenuous this
week, as Head Coach Bill Kenyon
drove his charges hard in preparation
for the coming season. With but a
week of actual practice time left before the opening of the season, there
remained many details to be ironed
out before the Bears tackle Rhode Island on the evening of Jan. 9th.
Squad Scrimmaging Daily
Daily scrimmages marked the sessions of the candidates all during the
week, with every man on the squad
seeing plenty of service in the hardfought inter-team battles. Coach
Kenyon devoted some time to a thorough explanation of the 1940 basketball rules, believing that every player
should be familiar with all the fine
points to be found in the current rules
of the game.
Kenyon also emphasized the several
sections of the rulebook, in which
stress is placed on the players' offensive actions when he is not handling
the ball himself.
Sophomores Looking Good
Coach Kenyon was particularly
pleased with the work of several of
his sophomore candidates in practice.
One of the smoothest-working and
best-scoring combinations in this
week's drills has been that composed
of last year's starting freshman five:
forwards, Lloyd Quint and Bert
Pratt; center, Gene Hussey; guards,
Lowell Ward and Dick McKeen.
This quintet has looked very good,
exhibiting a good floor game and uncovering a speedy scoring punch.
Freshman practice, meanwhile, has
been going through similar stages.
Scrimmages, with substitutions made
on the unit plan, have featured practice sessions.
Coach Sam Sezak has shifted Ben
Curtis back to guard on his number
one unit and moved Goodwin to forward on the same team. The latter
has pleased Sczak with his high percentage of baskets per attempt.

Final Standings
NORTHERN LEAGUE
6 0
Kappa Sigma
4 2
North Hall
3 3
Beta Theta Pi
3 3
Theta Chi
2 4
Delta Tau Delta
2 4
Sigma Nu
1 5
Dorm B
CENTRAL LEAGUE
6 0
S.A.E.
5 1
Sigma Chi
4 2
Lambda Chi Alpha
2 4
Alpha Gamma Rho
2 4
Dorm A
2 4
Phi Eta Kappa
0 6
East Oak
SOUTHERN LEAGUE
6 0
Phi Gamma Delta
4 2
Phi Mu Delta
3 3
A.T.O.
3 3
Tau Epsilon Phi
2 4
Cabin Colony
2 4
Phi Kappa Sigma
1 5
West Oak

Announce Rankings
For Varsity and
Freshman Tennis
Pratt and Pierce Top
20-Man Squad; /4 on
Freshman Roster

The announcement of the 1941 tennis squads was made today by Coach
Small, following the two fall tournaments and tryouts. Because of a
large turn out for tennis this year,
there has been great rivalry for top
positions on both the varsity and
freshman squads.
Bert Pratt, '43, will occupy the
number one berth on the varsity, with
Dick Pierce, '41, in the number two
position. Pratt and Pierce fought it
out in a close finals match in the fall
singles tournament.
Kilpatrick Number One Freshman
Twenty men have been ranked for
the varsity squad and fourteen for the
freshman team. Carl Kilpatrick, Joe
O'Neil, Milton Gross, and Philip Miller lead the yearling contingent.
The varsity ranking, following the
two tournaments and try-outs, is as
Registered at the main center of follows: 1, Bert Pratt, 2, Dick Pierce;
New York's City College are 1,000 3, Mal Peckham, 4, Lin Pinansky, 5,
men and two girls. Total enrollment Eugene Mertens; 6, David Greenwood; 7, Dave Pennell; 8, Everett
is over 22,000. (A.C.P.)

MEN OF MAINE
You find nicer presents if you shop early. Buy your

Unbeaten Teams
Meet Tonight
In Memorial Gym
Kappa Sigma, S.A.E., and Phi Gamma Delta, undefeated champions of the
northern, central, and southern divisions of the intramural volley ball
league, will play tonight for the 1940
championship.
Phi Gam drew a bye and will play
the winner of the game between Kappa
Sig and S.A.E. The first game will
start at 7 p.m. and will be followed
immediately by the championship game.
Officials are Jim Harris and Dave
Astor.
Runner-up in the northern division
was North Hall, freshman co-operative
dorm, with four wins, Beta and Theta
Chi were tied in third place, with three
wins. Kappa Sig, undefeated, won
six.
Sigma Chi was edged out of the
central division title by a one-game
margin. S.A.E. won six to their five.
Third was Lambda Chi Alpha, with
four victories and two losses.
Phi Gam took six straight games
in the southern league, leading Phi
Mu Delta, four wins and two losses,
and A.T.O., three and three.

Discus Star

Worlds Record in
28-Pound Weight Toss
Predicted; 5 Dashes

An unusual schedule of events, including five hurdle races, three short
dashes, and two shot put and two
weight throwing events, will feature
the annual interclass track meet, to
be held Friday and Saturday afternoon
in the field house.
The sophomores, winners in last
week's Frosh-Soph meet, 108-27, will
again be overwhelming favorites, with
neither the juniors nor seniors expecHean Jouxsox
ted to give them much opposition.
The two upper classes, in fact, will
be hard put to defeat the freshmen,
with only the juniors given much
chance of doing so.
First Competition for Stars
The meet will be the first competition for several men who are expected
to star this winter, including Stan
Phillips, sprint ace and 100 yard dash
winner at the State Meet last spring;
Ken Robertson, sprinter and broad
jumper; Franklin Dexter, pole vaultThe All-Maine field hockey team er and high jumper; and Herb
was announced this week by Miss Johnson, University discus throw recMore than 25 student, have reported Marion E. Rogers, assistant professor ord holder. Absent will be Howie
Ehrlenbach, middle distance runner,
to the boxing room in Memorial Gym of physical education for women.
for boxing instruction, and have been The first team is made up of the fol- and Jake Serota, 35 pound weight
working out there daily. The men lowing: Virginia Weston, right wing; star. Both are at forestry winter
range in weight from 118 lbs. to Arlene Webster, right inside; Mary Camp.
Events scheduled include 40, 70,
185 lbs., but as yet workouts have been Young, center forward; Lorraine Digeneral, with no definite selection of mitre, left inside; Mary Cowin, left 100, 220, and 300 yard dashes, 440,
880, mile, and mile-and-a-half runs;
weight classes being made. Few of wing; Iva Henry, right halfback.
45, 70, and 100 yard high hurdles; 70
the men reporting have had any preEleanor Ward, center halfback;
and 100 yard low hurdles; 12- and 16vious boxing experience.
Shirley Ashman, left halfback; Dora
Coaches of the sport are Edmund West, right fullback; Blanche Conlan, pound shot put; 28- and 35-pound
weight throw; and the javelin and
Boudreau, a sophomore in the College left halfback; Lois White, goalie.
discus throws and the boad jump, high
of Agriculture, and Henry Gabe, a
The reserve team includes: Rita jump,
and pole vault.
junior in the College of Technology. Johnston, r.w.; Frances Drew, r.i.;
Both men have had previous ring Beatrice Gleason, c.f.; Frances Hig- Purpose of the unusual schedule of
events is to give as many men as possiexperience,
gins, Ii.; Mildred Wooster, I.w.; Agble a chance to score. Each competines Walsh, r.h.
tor will be limited to three events.
Jean
McDonough,
c,h,b,;
Cecilia
SulTen points instead of five will be given
Ingalls; 9, Forrest Whitman; 10,
Wally Francis; 11, Walter Welch; livan, I.h.b.; Doris Bradeen, r.f.; Eve- to the winner who breaks or ties a
lyn Tondreau, If.; Augusta Foster, University or
12, Joe Adler; 13, Vernon Rogers;
freshman record.
goalie.
14. Dick Chase; 15, Linwood Day; 16,
Stan Johnson, who has competed for
Milton Weinstein; 17, Howard De- 'Webster, Cowin, Ward, Ashman, the varsity for three years and will
Shon; 18, Olin Lutes; 19, George White, and Gleason were elected to the not, therefore be eligible this winter,
squad last year.
Slocum; 20, Bob Jackson.
may compete for the seniors. Coach
Freshman ranking: 1, Carl KilConnecticut's Limit, Gov. James L Chester A. Jenkins predicts that both
patrick; 2, Joe O'Neil; 3, Milton McConaughey has been president of Johnson and Niles Perkins, sophoGross; 4, Philip Miller; 5, Floyd Wesleyan University since 1921. more, will throw the lighter of the two
weights over 75 feet.
Smith; 6, Stanley Rudman; 7, Jim
Hastings; 8, Holman Wilson; 9, HarWorld's Record Probable
rison Whitney; 10, Irving Broder; 11, 13, John Steinmetz; 14, Winfield Al- The 28-6ound weight is an event that
Larry Graham; 12, Al Ehrenfried; len,
was dropped from the schedule of
track events in this country several
decades ago, but will be used in the
freshman meets this year between the
Maine colleges. In all probability the
SHOP SEARS
winning distance will be a world's
record in this event, for Perkins and
Johnson are the best weight throwers
FOR
in the world today, far better than
YOUR
anyone who threw in the days when
the 28-pound weight was used. It is
not known exactly, however, what the
best record ever made with this weight
was.
The javelin, discus, and two weight
throws will be held late Friday afternoon, while the other field events and
all the running events will be held Saturday, commencing at 2 p.m.

Candidates for
Boxing Report

25

Select All-Maine
Womens' Field
Hockey Team

Six Repeaters from
Last Year on List
Of Twenty-two Girls

SPORT LODGE

Christmas gifts before you leave the campus for the
holidays.

You'll enjoy doing your Christmas shopping in Freese's Men's
Shops. Our huge stocks make it easy to pick out just the things
you want. There are no "second choices"...and of course the
men who shop first get the widest choice!

HAVE YOU SEEN

SKIS

FREESE'S
MEN'S SHOPS
"Maine's Greatest Men's Store"
with our huge displays of 10,000 shirts-12,000 ties-10,000 pairs of socks-3,000 suits of pajamas and
hundreds of other gifts for men.
Freese's Men's Shops are the headquarters for such famous lines
as Arrow shirts, Phoenix sox, McGregor sportswear, Dobbs
hats, Superha ties. Hat, Schaffner & Marx suits and coats,
Trophycraft suits and coats, Middishade blue suits and many
others.

It's a record-breaking lineup of names long famous

for quality and style.

SKI HARNESS
SKI POLES
AND

ACCESSORIES

of Life
Out
fun
More
For
Chew Delicious
DOUBLEMIHT GUM Daily
-enjoy the
and evenings
GUM.
days
your
DOUBLEMINT
Highspot
refreshing
chewing
DOUBLEMINT GUM
fun of
smoothness of
velvety
chewing. Delicious,
The
natural fun of
your mouth
the
add3 to
flavor helps make
you do.
everything
cooling, real-mint
to
• .adds fun inexpensive treat
refreshed.
feel
healthful,
your digesChewing thi3
breath ... aids
your
attractive.
helps sweeten
keep your teeth
delicious
healthful,
tion . .. helps
daily to
Treat yourself

EVERYTHING
FOR WINTER
SPORTS
AT SEARS'
LOW

DOUBLEMINT GUM.

Freese's is probably the largest store in the U.S.A.
for a city of 30,000!

New Events on
Interclass Track
Meet Program

GUM today
of DOUBLEMINT
packages
".
several
Buy

PRICES

SEARS ROEBUCK & CO.
POST OFFICE FIQU ARV.

•

NI I .

Sophomores Swamp
Frosh in Runaway
The undefeated sophomore track
team rolled along to another overwhelming victory last week when the
freshmen were the victims, 108-27.
Only yearling winner was Al Hutchinson, who took the javelin throw with
a toss of 149 feet 2'; inches. Freshmen took all three places in this event.
Niles Perkins, former Bowdoin star,
opened his University of Maine career
by setting a new meet record, 48 feet
,3 inches, in the 35-pound weight throw,
I but the outstanding performance of the
meet was that by Bill Hadlock, who
showed mid-season form in running
the 45 yard high hurdles in 6.1 seconds,
another meet record.
Hasileek High Scorer
Hadlock was individual high scorer,
with 18 points. He won both the high
and low hurdles and the broad jump
and tied for first in the high jump.
Hutchinson was top man for the freshmen, with 11 points. He placed second in both the 100 and 220 yard
dashes.
Dick Martinez clipped 12 seconds
off the meet record, 9 off the college
record, as he took the mile-and-a-half
run in 7:21.7. Farris, second, and
Condon, third, a freshman, were both
also under the old records.
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New Hampshire Here

Campus Brevities ...

Maine College Math
Teachers Here Dec. 114

For Varsity Debate

The members of Alpha Omicron Pi Clarence W. Stowell, class of 1905, The men's varsity debating team will The University of Maine will be host
take the negative side against the Uni- to the Association of Maine College
sorority were entertained on their lecturer, teacher, and sales executive,
versity of New Hampshire Dec. 13 at Teachers of Mathematics Saturday,
Founders' Day, last Sunday evening, died Nov. 26 in Paterson, N. J.
7:30 p.m. in 6 South Stevens on the when the third annual meeting of the
by the Bangor Alumnae Chapter at the
Mr. Stowell was best known for question Resolved: That the Nations association will be held in 155 Stevens
home of Mrs. Edward Bowley, of Ban- his role as Congressman John Lawton of the Western Hemisphere Should Hall.
Speakers at the morning session,
gor.
in the recent picture "The Ramparts Form a Permanent Union.
The speakers for Maine will be commencing at 10:30, will be Mrs.
A buffet supper was served to more We Watch."
Brooks Brown, Jr., Francis Andrews, Jeanette L. Ela, graduate assistant in
than 50. After the supper a skit was
presented by Constance Philbrook, Hil- Students of the University are in- John Cullinan, and John Webster. The mathematics at Maine, and I. J.
da Rowe, and Helen Wormssood, of vited to the home of Pres. and Mrs. parliamentary debate plan devised by Schoenberg, assistant professor of
-the active chapter; and Mrs. Corinne Arthur A. Hauck to sing Christmas Prof. Howard L Runion of the public mathematics at Colby. Mr. Alfred W.
Young, Mrs. Marion Quine, Miss Al- carols on Wednesday, Dec. 18, at 7:00 speaking department will be used for Jones, instructor in mathematics at
the first time in an intercollegiate de- Maine, and Dr. Edwin Hammond,
ma White, and Miss Dorothy Smith, of
bate.
professor of mathematics at Bowdoin,
the Alumnae Chapter.
will speak at the afternoon session, beThe committee for the affair was Prof. John Huddilston will speak On Dec. 16 Francis Andrews and
Miss Catherine Rowe, chairman, Mrs. on "The Relations between French Brooks Brown, Jr., will speak affirma- ginning at 1:30.
James McClure, Mrs. Thomas Barker, and American Art" at a meeting of Le tively on the above question before Professor John E. Stewart, of the
Cercle Francais tonight at 7 o'clock , the Debate Club of the Bangor High University, is chairman of the commitand Miss Elnora Savage.
School.
in the M.C.A. building.
tee in charge of the meeting.
The first semester reading test in After this there will be a program of
French will be held Wednesday, Dec. French Christmas carols.
Dr. Olsen To Speak
Pi Beta Phi Admits
18, at 7:00 p.m. Students who expect
David
Rubinoff,
violinist,
is
playing
to take the test must register in adTo Aggie College
Thirteen New Members
vance at 3 North Stevens not later this evening at 8:00 in the Bangor
Dr. Karl Olsen, of the Consumers' Fourteen new members were initiChesterfields with their
Opera
House
for
the
benefit
of
the'
than Monday noon, Dec. 16.
Santa Claus Fund of the Bangor Daily Division of the Advisory Commission ated into Pi Beta Phi sorority at
MILDER BETTER TASTE will
for the National Defense Council, will initiation ceremonies held Sunday
Mind reading stunts were demon- News,
address students and faculty of the night, Dec. 8, at 6:30, and Monday
give your friends more
strated by members of the department
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Newest Hair Waves
Shampoo and fingerwave-500
Permanents - $2,$3, $4,$5, and $6
PeggYS

Beauty Shoppe

Drop in for that individual wave that will make you the

and have a good time

"toast" of the Military Ball
19 Park Street
Td 511

youn LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN

i

MILL ST.

HITS

BANGOR and ORONO
M & P Theatres

ff

ORONO

idtkeakiv&„

BANGOR

"GALLANT SONS"
Jackie Cooper, Bonita Granville
A dramatic murder mystery

think of Myers Grocery
Phone 225 - 403

Starting Sunday
Dec. 15, 16, 17, 18
Another Kildare Hit
"DR. KILDARE'S
CRISIS"
Lew Ayres, Lionel Barrymore
Laraine Day
March of Time-Short Subject

BIJOU
BANGOR
Thurs., Fri., Dec. 12-13
Richard Dix, Wendy Barrie
Edmond Lowe
in
"MEN AGAINST THE
SKY"
Starting Saturday,
Dee. 14. 15, 16, 17
The hilarious
Marx Brothers
in
"OUT WEST"
The funniest picture Hollywood
ever made-Don't miss it

Fri. & Sat, Dec. 13-14
Tyrone Power in
"MARK OF ZORRO"
Linda Darnell, Basil Rathbone
Par. News-Cartoon
Sun. & Mon., Dec. 15-16
Jeanette McDonald
Nelson Eddy
"BITTER SWEET"
News-Cartoon
Tues., Dec. 17
This is the "Big Nite"
"MEN AGAINST
THE SKY"
Richard Dix, Wendie Barrie
Cartoon-Comedy-Travelog
Wed. & Thurs., Dec. 18-19
Double Feature
"DANCING ON A DIME"
Grace McDonald, Robert Page
Plus
"ALWAYS A BRIDE"
Rosemary Lane, George Reeves
Metro News

Conductor of Glee Clubs,
Mr. Albion Beverage
Conductor of Orchestra.
Mr. A. Stanley Cayting
Conductor of Congregational Singing,
Prof. Adelbert W. Sprague
ccompanists. Miriam Brown
Alvin Goldsmith

VOLLEY BALL

Penny Carnival -=

5T IM
ID
ORONO
I Inns.. Dcc. 1.2
Jane Withers in
"YOUTH WILL BE
SERVED"
Plus
"FATHER IS A PRINCE"
Grant Mitchell, Nana Bryan
Metro News

Intramural Scores

THURSDAY, DEC. 5
Phi Gamma Delta 2, Tau Epsilon Phi 0
Sigma Chi 2, Lambda Chi Alpha 0
Phi Eta Kappa 2, Alpha Gamma Rho 0
Beta Theta Pi 2, Delta Tau Delta 0
Kappa Sigma 2, Sigma Nu 1
MONDAY, DEC. 9
Cabin Colony 2, A.T.O. 1
Tau Epsilon Phi 2, West Oak 1
(Continued from Page One)
Sigma Chi 2, Alpha Gamma Rho 0
will also appear, Bette Barker, chair- Lambda Chi Alpha 2, Dorm A 0
man of the entertainment committee, Beta Theta Pi 2, Dorm B 0
said this week.
Sigma Nu 2, Theta Chi 0
The theme of the carnival, which is
TUESDAY, DEC. 10
a costume affair, is based on the Roar- Alpha Gamma Rho, forfeit from
ing Twenties when short skirts and
East Oak
blazers were the fashion.
Delta Tau Delta, forfeit from
North Hall
Anyone interested in applying for Theta Chi 2, Dorm B 0
assistant winter sports manager is Cabin Colony 2, Phi Kappa Sigma 0
asked to report to Miss Rogers or A.T.O. 2,
Phi Mu Delta 0
Arlene Webster, Salentine Hall, as
soon as possible.
Patronize Our Advertisers

We are at your Service
A safe place to ECOtiOrOltif
When you think of food

OPERA HOUSE
Dec. 13-14, Friday & Saturday

Hallelujah Chorus, from
"Mount of Olives"
Beethoven
Combined Glee Clubs

EVERY COURSE IS A SNAP
IN

GOOD BASS BOOTS
Uphill or down,
on open slope
or trail, there's
nothing too
tough if you're
wearing Bass Boots.
From dub to pro, skiers everywhere agree that the fine leathers
and special construction features
of these smart looking boots put
the fun in. take the ordeal out, of
skiing. Let your dealer show you
the many models for men and
women. Whatever model you
choose, you'll fall for, but not
with, Bass Boots.

Only the finest fruits, meats, and canned provisions
are sold at

PENNEY'S FOOD SHOP
44 Main Street

Orono
Tel. 474 for free delivery

There's always a moment
Dri it k

for the pause that refreshes

•

with ice-cold Coca-Cola. The
FLOWERS and CORSAGES

taste of ice-cold Coca-Cola
delights your taste. It brings

for Military Ball

you a refreshed feeling that

FRED HANSON, o r

is always welcome. Millions
enjoy it daily.

BANGOR FLORAL CO.
•

AUSE THAT REFRESHES
Bottled under authority of The (...oca-Cole Co. by

BASS
SKI BOOTS

ORONO MEAT MARKET
THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING PLANTS, INC
19 Torkin• St., Bikrtgow, Mains

specializes in
Western beef. cleanliness and canned goods
Watch the Bangor Doily News for more announcements

